
President’s Report
by Andy Buchan

Much has transpired in the political arena during 
the past year, rendering mixed feelings and 
expectations around the future of our country. 

South Africa did not envisage 2018 beginning with a new 
president; the replacement of cabinet members in key 
departments; an investigation into corruption and state 
capture by the Gupta/Zuma dynasty and their unscrupulous 
cronies; and that the citizens of South Africa would be 
summoned to attend public hearings around amending 
Section 25 of the Constitution to allow for expropriation of 
property without compensation.

It has arguably been the most politically, economically 
and socially challenging period since the post-apartheid 
era. Corruption within the public sector has eroded into 
the moral fibre of our society whilst the nepotistic inability 
demonstrated in driving our state organs has debilitated the 
growth of our economy.

Agriculture needs to be resolute upon the principles which 
underpin our organisation and exercise strong leadership 
in the pursuit of creating an enabling environment for the 
future generation. Kwanalu will continue to provide the 
lead by remaining informed and professional in its conduct 
whilst executing its mandate to uphold the interests of all 
its members.

Strategically, to improve functionality of Kwanalu 
structures and streamlining of processes, an extensively 
deliberated proposal will be presented to Congress for their 
approval. Compliance with institutional best practice and 
augmenting interface between Kwanalu management and 
various groupings within our membership have been the 
fundamental stimulus to these proposed changes. 
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Kwanalu is committed to the development of better 
communication with its members and creating enhanced 
public awareness of successful initiatives instituted by 
our farmers. Accurate, informed and well considered 
communication is critical in building trust with all 
stakeholders in our sector. 

Members are therefore urged to utilise the existing 
communication platforms available on Kwanalu’s website, 
social media and electronic mails to remain informed on 
current developments, and to avoid engaging in political 
rhetoric and hype created in the media often emanating 
from contrived agendas.

Uninformed communication serves only to cause 
unnecessary concern, instability and disunity within our 
sector, something which we can ill-afford at this time.

The reintroduction of annual roadshows this year 
highlighted the need for social interaction with our 
members. It was indeed both encouraging and 
challenging to experience the positive contribution 
farmers are making to agriculture, development of new 
farmers / managers and the economy at large. Farmers 
remain optimistic about the future of agriculture and most 
are willing to participate in finding solutions to problems 
facing our sector.

Land remains the primary focal subject of debate and 
is becoming increasingly difficult to discern between 
the emotion and the real issues of land reform. Political 
utterances propelled by populism undermines the security 
requisite to invest resources into land and transformation. 
It is increasingly evident that the discussion around land 
will need to evolve to include, not only the economic 
arguments of secure land tenure and food security, but 
also the sentiment and emotion of land.

The future will continue to challenge the substance of our 
profession and collectively we will need to seek solutions 
for our future. Strong character and rational conduct is 
vital throughout the processes of engagement whilst 
understanding how the actions of an individual could 
impact the lives of others.

In closing, our appreciation again goes to Sandy and 
the team consisting of Lyn Vincent, Rita Kali, Nonjabulo 
Mbanjwa, Linda Marx, Roy Dandala and Koos Marais for 
the tireless work done for the benefit of our members. The 
capability of this small team is exceptional and assigns 
immense value to organised agriculture. The workload 
continues to grow, and, as members who are increasingly 
seeking assistance for a myriad of issues, are urged 
to consider a revision of membership contributions to 
include additional services such as a land desk, whilst 
continuing to support the security and development desk.

Kwanalu appreciates the efforts of all stakeholders and 
role players in agriculture striving to provide a better 
environment to live in.

I would like to thank the Kwanalu Board and Management 
Committee for their invaluable support and commitment 
in serving our members and for challenging and inspiring 
Kwanalu to greater heights. Special thanks to vice-
presidents, PJ Hassard and Phenias Gumede who 
provide strong influence and leadership.

Our families often sacrifice much for the efforts of 
organised agriculture; a cost which is greatly appreciated 
by all in agriculture. 

Finally, be encouraged to share the resources our Lord 
has placed into our hands and invest into those placed 
into our care.

Kwanalu Floating Trophy for the Top Bachelor of Agriculture 
(AERRM) Undergraduate Student to Ms Nokhupila Gumede 
at the UKZN College of Agriculture, Engineering and Science 

Awards ceremony on 20 April 2018

Kwanalu Young Farmer Forum

Kwanalu President and CEO participating in the 
Future Farmer Awards Day, 2018
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CEO’s Report
by Sandy La Marque

Kwanalu celebrated its 20th 
birthday this year. Reflecting 
back over this year and the 

past 20 we have achieved a number 
of successes, this can be largely 
attributed to our work ethic and 
basing our activities on 4 pillars: 

Within each of these legs actions have taken place 
and continue to take place. Kwanalu has been actively 
involved in the processes as they have unfolded. As the 
CRC process has taken place we have endeavoured 
to keep our members updated through regular emails. 
Ahead of the EWC hearings, Kwanalu hosted a 
workshop in Pietermaritzburg for the chairpersons of 
all associations and leaders of KZN commodity groups. 
With an objective of keeping our members informed, and 
for the gathering of farmers’ much valued feedback, the 
workshop was a critical step in our EWC strategy. The 
workshop explored the questions posed by the CRC ie. 
does Section 25 of the Constitution pose an obstacle to 
land reform? Is EWC the solution to the lack of progress 
made with land reform? What mechanisms are needed to 
make land reform happen quickly and sustainably? The 
question is therefore two-fold – firstly, it is about the need, 
or otherwise, to amend Section 25; and secondly, it is 
about the necessary mechanisms to address land reform 
problems and specifically the compensation issue. 

• Be Informed – basing operations 
on a legal, economical and factu-
ally sound foundation 

• Have Integrity – acting and ensuring Kwanalu is seen 
as credible, relevant and integrated 

• Be Socially and Morally Responsible – setting an 
example 

• Be Professional – ensuring we are progressive and up 
to date (modern) 

The focus of the organisation remains firmly on agriculture, 
as such providing a sector specific focus. Through its 
collective power brought about by its strong member and 
affiliation base, Kwanalu is a dynamic and fully integrated 
organisation. 

The progressive approach Kwanalu continues to be 
known for has seen the union continue to strive and reach 
higher achievements in all the areas in which it focuses. 
The areas of focus are broadly categorised into 6 areas 
as follows:

• Agricultural development and land 
• Commercial policy 
• Natural resources
• Labour and social investment 
• Safety and security 
• Image and PR 

As we have reported in the past, these focus areas align 
with those of Agri SA and the other 8 provinces. This 
approach provides the Agri SA group, spread across 
South Africa, the opportunity to inform strategies and 
policy inputs resulting in well informed and a decisive 
approach. Through this annual report we will highlight 
some examples of activities which have taken place this 
last year. 

This year has largely been over shadowed by the 
debate that has raged on expropriation of land without 
compensation (EWC). On 27 February 2018 the National 
Assembly set in motion a process to potentially amend 
the Constitution so as to allow for the expropriation of 
land without compensation. The matter was then referred 
to the Constitutional Review Committee (CRC) which 
must report back to Parliament by 20 September 2018. 

Immediately Agri SA and its affiliates compiled a carefully 
considered strategy. The strategy needed to be holistic 
in approach, practical and have unity in purpose and 
application. Simply, the strategy consisted of 6 legs: 

• Source strategic advisors and experts
• Appoint a PR company 
• Get legal and economic advice 
• Contact sessions 
• CRC strategy 
• Social investment 
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“A lot of my work is about breaking down perceptions 
and helping both our commercial and small-scale farmers to 
understand each other’s cultural differences, so that they can 
see that their challenges, as farmers, are similar but just on 
a different scale,” explains UFA Community Liaison Officer 
Wayne McNamara.

“At the beginning, we at the UFA, had no set guidelines as 
to how to go about bringing change for a better community 
for everyone; we just had our objectives and I simply 
began with community building and set about changing 
perceptions for everyone,” says McNamara.

Initially taking his lead from the local Extension Officers 
of the Department of Agriculture based in the area, 
McNamara’s role soon began to take shape as he forged a 
link between the two previously socially and economically 
divided groups. 

“I slowly got to know and understand the massive 
challenges small-scale farmers faced and how commercial 
farmers could help even if it just meant with knowledge, 
advice or leasing out of equipment. What we learnt was 
that paying for what you eat is crucial to how a person feels 
about themselves. My role is not about giving hand-outs, it is 
about closing the gap between all farmers in our community 
so that everyone wins,” explains McNamara.

McNamara’s role is largely advisory and that of facilitator 
and networker on behalf of small-scale farmers, assisting 
them with procurement and advice on the growing 
and cultivating of their maize, beans, potatoes and the 
management and husbandry of their livestock. 

“If a small-scale famer is battling with any aspect of 
farming, I will attempt to assist him or refer him to another 
farmer who can assist. The UFA represents many willing 
commercial farmers in our district who are able to share 
valuable knowledge with this developing sector,” says 
McNamara.

The position Kwanalu adopted is simply that the property 
clause is not an obstacle or impediment to land reform 
and that no changes need to be made to Section 25 
of the Constitution to achieve just and equitable land 
redistribution. 

Kwanalu does not believe EWC will be the solution to 
land reform progressing. 

Kwanalu believes that mechanisms currently exist and 
that a basket of models is quickly available, noting many 
successful models continue to be implemented. 

We oppose any constitutional amendments to Section 
25 as a viable mechanism to speed up the national 
imperative of land reform. 

We agree that constructive and effective debate is crucial 
to address the ineffectiveness of the current land reform 
system, and we pledge our support for workable solutions 
within the existing constitutional framework. 

We will uphold the right of our members from whom land 
is expropriated in the national public interest to receive 
just and equitable compensation. We believe that just 
and equitable compensation, as provided for in Section 
25 of the Constitution, is a cornerstone of any progressive 
economy.

We do not believe the problems lie with the current 
limitations of Section 25 of the Constitution but with the 
lack of and poor implementation of existing legislation 
and programs, inadequate and unrealistic budgets, high 
levels of corruption, lack of political will etc. These are 
the realities experienced by many of our members and 
highlighted in the High-Level Panel Report, which was 
released by Government in November 2017.

The critical role of organised agriculture really comes to 
the fore when dealing with challenges of this nature with 
calculated leadership strategies based on sound legal, 
economic and social positions on behalf of our members. 

Whilst there are many transformation projects that are 
successful, the correct support and funding models could 
result in many more of these projects being launched and 
through partnerships, the private sector can assist with 
implementation of transformation and help to ensure that 
land reform is sustainable. On this note two examples are 
demonstrated below:

KWANALU MEDIA RELEASE 18 MAY, 2018
“PROGRESS IN AGRICULTURE BEGINS 

WITH THE FARMER” – UFA 
A unique and progressive decision implemented six years 
ago by a group of Underberg farmers, to integrate and work 
more closely with their neighbouring small-scale farmers, 
is today a leading example of how farmers’ associations are 
ploughing the seeds of change at grass roots level – where 
it matters most.

In 2012 members of the Underberg Farmers Association 
(UFA) actively set in motion the pursuit of working towards 
a united local agricultural sector, by implementing a social 
and community-building strategy, and being by one of the 
first farmers’ associations in Kwazulu-Natal to employ 
a Community Liaison Officer to specifically drive these 
objectives.
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KWANALU MEDIA RELEASE JUNE 2018
Transformation; from the ground up – 

Ridgeway Farm
One such person is 41-year old sugarcane and beef 
farmer Justin Sykes from Ridgeway Farm, bordering the 
Mgwempisi Valley in Richmond. A fifth-generation farmer, 
Justin has farming – and the love for what he does, the land 
and the people he works with, in his blood.

“I wanted to give something back and reward my long-
serving employees. My decision was to start a livestock, 
specifically goats and cattle, project,” says Justin simply 
about his initiative.

“All my wife Candice and I knew was that we wanted to 
do something to bring about change for our hard-working 
and loyal employees, but we didn’t know how to go about 
it. There is no manual out there for this sort of thing you 
know!” quips Justin.

Last October, with the help and advice of his accountant, 
Justin formed the Ridgeway Farm Employees Trust, which 
in order to qualify as a beneficiary, 10 years of unbroken 
service is required; of his employees 21 have currently 
qualified as beneficiaries. He then formed an operating 
company, Mgwempisi Valley Farming, in which he has a 
49% share, with the remaining 51% being owned by the 
Ridgeway Farm Employees Trust. Regular meetings with 
directors are held where input and plans for the company 
are jointly made.

“Paying for oneself instigates respect and gives a person 
a sense of ownership. What we do at the UFA is not only 
about the actual farming, it is about connecting communities 
and building a future, in a fragmented country, together,” 
said McNamara.

“Real progress and transformation can only be achieved 
if it is built on mutual trust, respect and a good working 
relationship between developed and developing farmers. 
We take pride in the success stories in our district as a result 
of our efforts,” said Chairman of the Underberg Farmers’ 
Association and local farmer, Kelvin Craig.

CEO of Kwanalu, to which the UFA is affiliated, Sandy La 
Marque commended McNamara and the UFA.

“It is initiatives like this one run by the UFA, that make 
a real difference to the future of farming in our province. 
Kwanalu proudly supports the UFA and I would like to 
encourage all farmers’ associations to use this as an example 
of how to effect positive change and make a real difference 
to both your lives and to the lives of those around you,” said 
La Marque.

“There are four directors, myself and three beneficiaries; 
we are all also Trustees on the Trust,” explains Justin.

To date Ridgeway Farm has funded 100% of the capital 
required to get the company off the ground. This includes 
the purchase of an initial 70 Nguni/ Mbuzi goats, a full-time 
goat minder, the over-night facilities, the supplementary 
food required, the vet bills and the leasing of the land for 
grazing which Ridgeway Farm leases for a nominal annual 
fee of R1.

“Once we start selling goats the company will start paying 
all of its own expenses and the profits will be distributed to 
the beneficiaries each December,” explains Justin.

“Our long-term plan is to purchase land in the company’s 
name with my employees, now that we have put the hard 
work in and put all the necessary structures in place, this 
should make things simpler should we find a suitable farm 
for sale,” says Justin.

So, as you can see, a simple initiative founded on a 
positive frame-of-mind that will make a massive world of 
change for, not only the Sykes, but for their staff and their 
joint futures as farmers in SA. We encourage you to share 
Justin’s story and we look forward to your feedback about 
the ways in which you are driving the real change on the 
ground for agriculture.

The Kwanalu PR strategy has been moving ahead 
successfully. Success stories have been used to gain 
exposure for the basket of models which are being 
implemented and making a difference in the progressive 
and proactive approach Kwanalu’s members are taking. 

To this end the PR campaign continues with the sourcing 
of, and focusing on, famers who are:

1. Making a difference in local communities and on their 
farms/ with neighbours and employees

2. Contributing to transformation as solutions to land 
reform as an alternative to EWC

3. Focus on black farmers – small-scale and commercial 
– to showcase success stories 

The outcomes of the Kwanalu PR campaign have 
continued to result in unprecedented awareness and 
exposure. 

The Kwanalu PR campaign has this year broadly focused 
on the following:

 To source and supply the media with positive 
information about KZN farming communities and the 
phenomenal role Kwanalu plays in transforming and 
shaping the future of agriculture in the province
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 To continue with the objective of boosting the image 
of agriculture in the eyes of the KZN community

 To continue to advise and assist Kwanalu with media 
commentary in response to farming- related incidents 
of interest to the media and the general public

 To continue to build on positive relationships with 
media relevant to Kwanalu

 To aim to reach even more community newspapers, 
more often, to achieve more exposure in media of 
other languages and to cover even more topics and 
commodity groups and, 

 For social media – to continue to steadily grow the 
following and reach – with the continued intention of 
raising the perception of the image of all KZN farming 
communities and to foster pride and unity amongst 
farmers and their families.

Following calls from members, the PR campaign has 
taken a more active stance on focusing on Kwanalu 
policy issues and communicating this through the media 
and digital platforms namely the blog on the website, in 
the monthly newsletter and on Facebook and Twitter in 
order to showcase Kwanalu’s position.

A further important role of the PR team, as the groundswell 
of negative focus on “the farmer” by the media gains 

momentum with EWC, is to monitor, access, and respond 
to media exposure that is incorrect or inaccurate ensuring 
that the image of the farmer is being correctly portrayed. 

In addition, we are also working on opening up the 
website, and the monthly newsletters, to advertisers in 
order to grow revenue to further grow the PR campaign. 
With the continued rise and focus on the digital media 
space, the opportunity to further grow the social media 
campaign to include Instagram and an increased 
Facebook advertising budget is a target. 

The Kwanalu Image and PR strategy has largely 
been funded through funds raised and donations from 
associations. The true value of the Kwanalu strategy 
however has reaped benefits which are far beyond and 
well in excess of the actual funds spent. As at 30 June 
2018 the Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) R4 082 
259,28 and PR value R12 244 777,84 has been realised. 

The much-anticipated National Minimum Wage (NMW) 
has continued to receive attention. The implementation 
date was set for 1 May 2018. The date came and went 
– however the expectations remained. Throughout the 
process we have been raising numerous issues and 
concerns which affect the sector. A focus on development 
projects and social upliftment remains an area where 
farmers have continued to participate in, even in the 
midst of the concerns over the NMW impact.

Kwanalu hosted a delegation from the Agricultural Sector 
Education Training Authority, (AgriSETA) in order for the 
body to measure the positive impact the Future Farmer 
program plays. The delegation met with some of the 
young Future Farmers participating in the Kwanalu and 
Future Farmer Foundation led project, working at three 
farms in the Midlands area to understand how the project 
was impacting on the lives of young people in South 
Africa.

The Future Farmers Foundation, the brainchild of Howick 
dairy farmer Judy Stuart, is a unique social program 
which aims to cultivate the skills and ignite a passion 
for farming in young aspiring farmers, between the ages 
of 18 and 26 years old, by providing them with real job 
experiences in an agricultural field of their choice. The 
program is designed to give young people the opportunity 
to “learn as they earn” by finding apprentice positions on 
local and then later, international farms, returning home 
to South Africa with their expertise.

Today, with many successful placements of eager young 
South African farmers on farms in 
New Zealand, Australia, America and 
Denmark, gaining valuable international 
experience Future Farmers has 
become a recognised role-player in 
the future of KZN farming with many 
“past” Future Farmer students not 
only working successfully on, but also 
managing large commercial operations 
in the province. To this end Kwanalu 
works tirelessly to secure funding for 
the Future Farmers program with the 
objective of the realisation of bringing 
a joint vision of a skilled, motivated and 
dedicated “agricultural generation” to 
life.

1 421 impressions and 82 total engagements (64 media engagements, 5 details 
expands, 4 likes, 4 profile clicks, 3 retweets and 2 link clicks)

Successful post about farmers doing good (04/10/2017): 12 
812 people reached, 605 reactions, comments and shares 
(484 likes; 25 loves; 2 wow; 35 comments and 59 shares) 
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You will recall from our previous reporting a major 
concern for the agricultural sector has been the matter 
of exploration rights which are referred to as “Fracking 
Rights”. Back in 2016 Normandien Farms (Pty) Ltd, a 
member of Kwanalu, launched an urgent application in 
the Cape Town High Court to set aside, inter alia, the 
acceptance by PASA of the application for an Exploration 
Right. The Normandien Application extends over an area 
of approximately 800 000 ha and 4000 farms in Northern 
KZN. Leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeal 
was subsequently granted and the matter is presently 
pending before the Supreme Court of Appeal and a date 
for the appeal is awaited. 

In addition, the Kwanalu Board also agreed to fund an 
Urgent Application which was brought in the Pretoria 
High Court by Whigol Trading (Pty) Ltd, also a Kwanalu 
member in the KZN Midlands area, to interdict the Minister 
of Mineral Resources from granting Environmental 
Authorisation for an Exploration Right, pending the 
determination of final relief. This application affects some 
800 000 ha and 10 000 farms in the KZN Midlands area. 
The application was successful, and the interdict remains 
in place. 

We understand that the outcome of the KZN Midlands 
Application will, to a large extent, be determined by the 
outcome of the Supreme Court of Appeal matter which 
Kwanalu will be taking the lead on. Additional financing 
has also been sought and secured from Agri SA. The 
two matters cover a significant area of agricultural land 
and affect many farms and communities in Northern KZN 
and the KZN Midlands. The principle which is applicable 
in these matters is not confined to the KwaZulu-Natal 
region. It extends to organised agriculture as a whole in 
South Africa. For this reason, as mandated these two 
matters remain ongoing – the principles applicable to 
KZN are applicable to agriculture in South Africa.

The last year has seen rising concerns over the extreme 
increases being experienced by farmers through unfair 
and unreasonable municipal property rates increases. 
Farmers have experienced increases in excess of 
365%. In many cases, whilst technical irregularities, 
lack of consultation and little or no consideration for the 
economic consequences of these ludicrous increases 
have occurred, Kwanalu and its members have and will 
continue to lobby and negotiate seeking a reasonable 
and fair outcome. 

Empowering the Future Farmers of tomorrow is our goal, 
and as a union, it is imperative that we are at the forefront 
of initiatives that promote and create new opportunities 
in our sector. This past period the program facilitated the 
“employment” of 200 unemployed graduates and placed 
them on farms where these young people have, in most 
cases, excelled and are in management positions. The 
Future Farmers Foundation enables transformation of 
our youth by empowering them to take responsibility for a 
sustainable and viable future. 

The next step is looking to, and encouraging, government, 
stakeholders and farmers to recognise these incredible, 
skilled, young commercial Future Farmers being grown 
in our province. It is these young farmers who could 
potentially play a role in a change around strategy on 
many of the failing farms, to bring about transformation, 
economic growth and directly impact on food security on 
a commercial scale.

The Mdu Majola Memorial Trophy is awarded to Sanelisiwe 
Ngubane from Dundee (far right) by Sandy La Marque, and 
fellow future farmer graduates Ntsikelelo Baleni and Lihle 
Ndlovu from Greytown at the annual future farmer awards 
day.  The trophy is awarded to the most deserving future 

farmer graduate of the year. 

Awesome Women Future Farmers Sanelisiwe Ngubane and 
Kerishne Naicker with Sandy La Marque

Successful facebook post (19/02/2018):
7 084 people reaches, 202 reactions, comments and shares 
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Table: Case analysis for 2017 of farm attacks and murders 
committed on and against farmers (incl) in the province 
collected by Kwanalu (these figures are fact checked). As 
recorded in 2017 there were 6 murders and 29 attacks on 
farms in KZN.

According to the data collected most attacks in 2017 
occurred between 12pm and 6pm and on a Friday, with 
adequate security measures in place in only 6 of the 
17 incidents where security measures were possible. 
Firearms and cellphones were the highest amongst 
items stolen and from the data collected it appeared that 
perpetrators were not afraid to attack in daylight hours.

From the collection of evidence, it was apparent that 
no matter your racial orientation, or whether you live in 
a town, city or on a farm, you are a target, but that the 
rural nature of farms makes farmers, their families and 
employees more of a target. 

Previous years’ findings were again confirmed and 
corroborated with security forces, from the data collected 
and from the evidence heard in court the motives behind 
these attacks were not driven by race, politics or land 
but rather socio-economic circumstances leading to 
opportunistic crimes. 

The importance of tightening security measures, 
strengthening relationships within communities in order 
to build trust and to report all incidents, no matter how 
small or petty, to the SAPS is crucial. 

Looking inwardly at the organisational and administrative 
functions of Kwanalu’s structures has resulted in some 
progressive developments. Over the past four years 
the issue of corporate governance in particular King IV, 
fiduciary responsibilities, liability, institutional structuring 
etc. has dominated a large portion of the agenda at the 

Board meetings. After a great deal of consultation and 
many meetings, the Board has recommended a structure 
which addresses the regulatory and administrative 
requirements and yet will remain fully inclusive and 
strengthen the “voice” of the member. The congress 
documents will have detailed the new proposed structure 
along with the amended constitution. 

The financial administration of the union continues to be 
placed under pressure with the immense work load and 
tasks at hand. The continual assessment and focus on 
services which are unfortunately not “tangible” remain 
a key to attaining the high standards that Kwanalu has 
set. Alternative funding sources based on clearly defined 
business plans have received a great deal of attention. 
One remains forever hopeful that the merits of the busi-
ness plan and ultimately the implementation of a tangible 
project will receive the financial commitment these de-
serve. Kwanalu has a proven record of excellent financial 
and administrative compliance, the value add of focused 
projects has immense value for the sector at large. 

During the year the Board took a decision to support the 
appeal for a Land and Environmental Fund for cases 
which will be handled under the Agri SA umbrella. One 
of the first matters which is to receive focused assistance 
was for e.g. the EWC mitigation plan. The request to 
every member for a minimum of R1 000 went out. It was 
extremely pleasing to see the high percentage of members 
who immediately contributed to the cause. These funds 
will go some way in addressing the protection of property 
rights. 

Whilst it has been an incredibly busy year we feel 
confident that we have the collective power to make a 
difference. Farmers of all sizes should become involved 
at all levels and not shy away from being an integral part 
of organised agriculture. 

The Kwanalu Board, Manco, office bearers, staff and 
members can be truly proud of Kwanalu and all that it 
embodies. Thank you to the staff and particularly the 
Kwanalu Executive who continue to serve Kwanalu with 
absolute passion and dedication. 

Murders & Attacks 2001-2017 
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The Kwanalu Security Desk was established out of 
a need by members for Kwanalu to be in an informed 
position when dealing with the safety and security issues 
in the province. 

This year we conducted another in-depth analysis of 
farm attacks and murders which took place for the period 
2017. This analysis, statistics and case information 
should determine the strategy adopted, it is extremely 
concerning that highly inflammatory remarks, information, 
statistics etc. are frequently bandied around creating 
sensation and hype for own business or “political” gain. 

We are acutely aware of the seriousness and importance 
of safety and security of our members and are constantly 
and actively addressing matters brought to our attention. 

Kwanalu Survey 

We pride ourselves on listening to our members 
about the issues of importance to you so 
that Kwanalu remains relevant, credible, 

professional and represents the best interests of farmers 
at all times. To this end our 2017 members’ survey, 
conducted at our Annual Congress held in September 
2017 and also circulated during the 2018 roadshows, 
is insightful and hugely valuable to Kwanalu and our 
mandate; providing us with a platform for members to 
weigh-in on key issues and contribute to our continued 
strategic planning. 

What was incredibly promising to note is that despite 
having to deal with EWC, safety and security challenges, 
high costs etc. an overwhelming majority of our members 
are positive about their role in farming in South Africa 
and optimistic about what the future holds for them. 96% 
of members surveyed are committed to farming in the 
future (after land reform) with 95% believing they do have 
a future in farming despite the many issues farmers are 
facing. This, compared with similar figures from previous 

Murders & Attacks 2001–2017
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The safety and security of our members 
will remain a priority for Kwanalu with a 
focus on intervention and prevention and 
we stress the importance of members 
continuing to take responsibility for their 
own safety and that of their loved ones.

Natural resources 
The mismanagement of natural 
resources, in particular water, is also a 
critical issue for our farmers, with over 
half of those surveyed saying they do not 
think water is sustainable to 2030. The 
threat of mining for alternative energy 

is also a concern for farmers with, 
reassuringly, 99% saying they would 
not allow “fracking” to take place on 
their farms. 90% though do believe 
that alternative energy sources should 
be explored.

Looking ahead
Our survey has encouragingly shown 
that farmers in KZN are committed 
to working towards meaningful 
transformation, with 86% believing that 
the onus is on themselves to implement 

this transformation process in their communities. Of this 
86%, 95% believe that their role in transformation lies 
with mentorship and at local government level and 42% 
seeing the role as a financial one.

The survey also shows that farmers want more face-
to-face engagement with Kwanalu. To this end, we 
implemented a strategy to strengthen relationships with 
our members through a series of roadshows which took 
place early in 2018. 

To further improve, Kwanalu will continue with its 
aggressive public relations campaign to continue to raise 
the image of the farmer with a focus on shaping the hearts 
and minds of the public to gain their support and backing.

Further, we were delighted with the number of positive 
comments showing your appreciation for the work we 
do at Kwanalu. Organisations with values and principles 
carry the credibility and relevance to shape opinions and 
influence views. Thank you to everyone who took the time 
to complete the survey and provide their feedback which 
will form the basis for our strategic plan going forward.

years, is testament to the resilience 
of our members and their passion for 
agriculture. 

Current issues identified by members 
as critical include land reform and 
property rights, safety and security, the 
management of natural resources and 
the threat of mining. We have chosen to 
provide you with more feedback on these 
issues highlighted.

The question of land
Members are understandably concerned 
about what the government’s proposed 
restrictions to land ownership will 
mean for them as 90% believe they 
will not be able to farm sustainably 
should thresholds to land size and 
ownership be introduced. And Kwanalu 
agrees, arguing that should these “ill-
considered” regulations be approved, 
the effect will be devastating not just 
for many farmers, who will no longer 
be able to operate on a feasible scale 
(90%), but will also lead to job losses 
which will have a negative impact on 
rural communities, the economy as well as compromise 
food security in the country.

Labour relations
Overall, most farmers in KZN have good working 
relationships with their staff with only 21% not paying 
above the farm worker minimum wage. 69% provide 
free housing, access to water and electricity for their 
employees and on a positive note an overwhelming 92% 
are committed to improving the social conditions of their 
staff.

However, the application of the National Minimum Wage 
(NMW) and draft Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 
according to 78% of those surveyed, is likely to have a 
negative impact on this relationship, with 74% saying 
they will have to reduce the size of their labour force 
as a result. Kwanalu will continue to argue that the 
goodwill shown and additional benefits (such as housing, 
electricity, food parcels, transport etc) by farmers towards 
their workforces must be measured and calculated into 
the new NMW proposals.

Safety and security
This issue remains of high importance to our members. 
The remote nature of many farms makes farmers more 
vulnerable to crime and, whilst 78% believe they have 
a good working relationship with the local police, 77% 
believe the police could be more active in their area. 
The majority of our members should be commended for 
taking the issue of safety and security as seriously as 
we do by reporting all crime and theft (no matter how 
petty) that takes place on their farms (94%), for being 
involved in a farm security cell (78%) and for regularly 
attending rural safety meetings through their local 
farmers’ associations (71%). Although these results are 
positive, there is no room for complacency and as such 
71% of farmers surveyed employ the services of a private 
security company.

Do you believe you have a 
future in farming?

Do you want to farm into the future? 
(After land reform)

95%

96%

4%

5%

YES

YES

NO

NO

Successful post (29/12/2017):
5 176 people reaches, 279 reactions, comments and shares
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Kwanalu Roadshow to KZN districts

Last year at congress there was a call for a 
greater “face to face” opportunity for members. 
This resulted in the Kwanalu roadshows/district 

meetings which took place in March this year. These 
were highly successful and saw excellent attendance by 
farmers across the province. The opportunity to connect 
with farmers and discuss policy issues and strategies 
currently under the spotlight at Kwanalu, and for farmers 
to provide the union with feedback in order for Kwanalu to 
remain as relevant as possible to the farmer in 2018 and 
into the future was exceptionally valuable.

The commitment to organised agriculture, farmers’ 
associations tackling transformation and a focus on 
the younger generation of farmers as future leaders 
critical to the influence of organised agriculture, were 
strong underlying themes in all the meetings. It was 
incredibly encouraging to hear about initiatives people 
are implementing to drive change and to hear about how 
farmers look for solutions to the many challenges they 
face. 

Members also voiced their support for Kwanalu’s 
strategic direction taken in response to the numerous 
challenges facing the agricultural sector in 2018 and 
beyond. Farmers expressed their commitment to backing 
the union with the implementation of a new and more 
aggressive strategic plan as proposed by the national 
body, Agri SA, in response to recent developments on 
the issue of the future of land in the country. 

Also discussed, were some of the main concerns plaguing 
farmers, namely the proposed implementation of the new 

NMW, safety and security of farmers and their employees 
and the topical and sensitive issue of expropriation 
without compensation. A survey was made available for 
completion and a series of question and answer sessions 
were held and provided for enlightening insight and a 
deeper understanding of farmers, giving Kwanalu much-
valued feedback.

Kwanalu Security Desk
by Koos Marais

The Kwanalu Security Desk continues to play a 
major part in the numerous activities related to 
safety and security in Kwazulu-Natal, it remains 

firmly committed to addressing issues in the interest of 
Kwanalu members.

Communication with the different SAPS structures 
at higher level remains good and a strong working 
relationship exists. Kwanalu meets bimonthly with senior 
staff of the SAPS Provincial Commissioners office where 
security matters are addressed. Monthly meetings are 
held with the office of the SAPS Provincial Commissioner, 
certain Cluster Commanders and other government 
departments to address crime on farms and rural areas 
in terms of the Rural Safety Strategy.

Specific attention is given to farm murders / attacks, stock 
theft, theft of non-ferrous metals, theft of produce, other 
theft, and land issues.

Where any matter relating to crime is brought to the 
attention of the Desk immediate action is taken, through 
the various means necessary steps are taken and where 
needed the matter elevated for the necessary action by 
the SAPS or relevant government departments. 

Farm murders are still being treated as a high priority 
and in most cases receive a high calibre of investigation 
and arrests follow in most cases. We however need to 
maintain a good working relationship at our first and vital 
contact (local) where security issues can immediately be 
addressed. 

Information gathered by the Desk which is continuously 
analysed by ourselves and has enabled Kwanalu to give 
specialised evidence in the High Court regarding amongst 
other; challenges experienced by farmers, motives for 
and consequences of farm murders and attacks etc. 
Sentences imposed have been severe and must act as a 
deterrent for farm murders and attacks 

It remains a concern that too many incidents are reported 
of SAPS neglecting, even refusing to open criminal cases 
where there is no doubt that a criminal offence has been 
committed. This neglect does not portray a true reflection 
of criminal tendencies in any given area to enable the 
SAPS to efficiently assist in preventative planning or 
addressing crime. 
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Most concerning is the failure of some SAPS members 
to deal with land issues. The rights of the landowner are 
often ignored and the alleged invaders pleading rights 
to the land due to land claims lodged as valid excuses. 
This has been addressed with the office of the Provincial 
Commissioner with possible consequences due to the 
neglect to follow the lawful procedure.

The SAPS National Rural Safety Strategy is relatively 
successful in areas where good communication and a 
relationship with SAPS exist and noteworthy service is 
delivered. The Desk was invited to address a Provincial 
Rural Safety Awareness Campaign attended by the 
SAPS National Office, senior officers of the office of the 
Provincial Commissioner, Visible Policing Commanders 
in KZN and senior government officials. The opportunity 
was used to highlight security and safety challenges 
experienced in the agricultural sector. The reception that 
Kwanalu received was most encouraging with many follow 
up calls and requests for assistance and strengthening of 
cluster meetings.

The Security Desk remains committed to addressing 
issues in the interest of Kwanalu members. Some of the 
functions of the Desk are:

1 Mediating and liaising where there are problems 
between landowners and either SAPS, and/or other 
government departments.

2 Representing Kwanalu members on the Provincial 
structures of the Rural Protection Plan and the 
National Safety Committee in order to ensure open 
working communication channels with security 
structures. 

3 Gathered details and statistics of crime against 
organised agriculture are submitted to SAPS for 
proactive action and operational planning.

4 Attention is given to farm security. Farmers’ 
Association meetings are attended where security 
and matters of crime in general are addressed. 

5 The Desk assists members with basic advice on 
criminal matters, legal procedure and steps to be 
taken.

6 Members are informed on important information and 
issues regarding security

7 The Desk communicates with the media where some 
degree of publicity has been obtained. 

8 Relevant incidents regarding security are recorded 
for lobbying and discussion purposes with different 
government departments. Unfortunately, many 
incidents are not reported to the Desk and it is left to 
the official operating the Desk to ferret out information 
wherever it can. An appeal is made to members 
to pass information on to the Desk so that a more 
accurate set of statistics can be produced.

9 Through the Desk, a process of continuation of 
service and follow up exists and is maintained.

Security is one of the most basic needs in life. Taking 
personal responsibility for your own security and the 
security of your family, employees and your property 
should remain a priority. The Kwanalu Security Desk 
remains fully committed to the task at hand and will 
continue to play a key role in the matters of safety and 
security in Kwazulu-Natal. 

Kwanalu Young Farmer 2017

by Sandy La Marque

Kwanalu announced the winner of its KZN Young 
Farmer of the Year competition at its annual 
congress 2017 held in Pietermaritzburg. 

Beating off stiff competition, 38-year old golden kiwifruit 
farmer from Richmond, Ross Lowe, walked away with the 
coveted provincial title and went onto represent KZN at 
the Toyota SA/Agri SA Young Farmer of the Year 2017. 

As a young farmer Ross is blazing a trail in agriculture by 
farming golden kiwifruit – a relatively unknown commercial 
farming commodity in the South African market. As such 
Ross has had to learn everything from scratch through 
extensive research, travel and by reaching out to farmers 
in New Zealand – the home of kiwifruit. 

On his win and on the future of farming in SA, Ross said 
“The role of a young farmer in our economy is of huge 
importance in South Africa. We are the future of our 
country’s food security and safety and as the custodians 
of our land, we have to look after and cherish it for future 
generations. With no food, our economy will not flourish”.

One of only 16 farmers of this variety of fruit in the whole 
of SA and one of only four in KZN, Ross has had his 
work cut out for him since planting his first crop in 2014. 
Not only is planting, pollination and harvesting the golden 
kiwifruit extremely technical, it is also done mainly by 
hand which means he should be hands-on, 24/7. 

As for why Ross chose the golden variety of the kiwifruit as 
opposed to its greener counterpart which South Africans 
are more familiar with, he believes they are sweeter, 
tastier and have huge potential in the local market as a 
result of their superior nutritional qualities. Additionally, 
there is 30-50% higher yield of fruit in comparison to the 
green variety so, commercially, it makes more sense, 
explains Ross.

Ross has a total of seven years farming experience, 
farming around half of that time on his current farm, 
Riverton in Richmond, where he lives with his wife, Carla 
and their children. Currently, 70% of Riverton Farm’s 
produce is the golden kiwifruit, with the remaining 30% 
split evenly between cabbages and potatoes, Ross’s 
vision is to turn the farm into 100% kiwifruit farm that is 
fully commercial and supplying both the local market and 
growing export market. 
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Ross is also committed to sustainable farming practices 
and contributing to the country’s long-term stability 
through agriculture which is another reason he decided 
to farm the golden kiwifruit. 

“Land is such a precious commodity in our country and 
farming kiwifruit requires only a small piece of land to 
yield a relatively high return.” A high-value crop such as 
the golden kiwifruit also means the potential to increase 
wages for all staff on the farm. 

A firm believer in the role organised agriculture plays 
in supporting farmers and the agricultural industry as a 
whole, Ross is involved in his local farmers association and 
helped establish the Southern Kiwi Growers Association 
about a year ago. Still in its early stages, the Association 
not only represents the best interests of kiwifruit farmers 
in KZN but also acts as a forum for its members to pool 
ideas, share knowledge and best-practices.

Stratact (who teach farmers group savings at Madzikane 
– Creighton) and others. We find this collaborative work 
very useful as farmers get knowledge from different 
angles. At Mahlabathini, we have made plans with the 
cotton industry to get involved. That partnership will bear 
good results once it takes off.

We have also engaged extensively with the Municipalities’ 
District development agencies, development forums like 
Harry Gwala Agri, at the Harry Gwala District and KZN 
CA Forum (minimum tillage).

We have also discovered that working with traditional 
leaders at local level can bear good results. Great support 
has been received through working with these structures. 
We have empowered the board members who are 
elected by local farmers associations to organise the 
work on the ground. Their task is to strategize on the 
ground and identify what is required to be done, in terms 
of training and organising farmers.  The Development 
Desk has then assisted in facilitating access to services, 
training etc. 

Moving forward we will be seeking new opportunities to 
improve and integrate farmers at local level and continue 
to play a key role in facilitating and assisting access to 
prospects that will improve the development farmer 
sector. 

Kwanalu Development Forum

Visting Past President Mike Black at his new dairy

Kwanalu Development Desk
by Roy Dandala

The Kwanalu Development Desk has been involved 
in serving developing farmers over many years, 
but it is becoming more prevalent that developing 

farmers have met several challenges that are making it 
difficult for them to prosper. These challenges are either 
natural (droughts), social or political. 

As the Development Desk we always seek ways to make 
it possible that these farmers succeed. We always strive 
for success through various systems/
methods. Developing linkages, 
partnerships in development and 
working hand in hand with the 
Government departments is one 
of the ways in which we try to 
serve these farmers. Kwanalu’s 
Development Desk engages with the 
relevant Departments at a Provincial, 
District level as well as at a local 
level.

During the past year we have 
been working with the Mahlathini 
development foundation, Pannar 
seed, Farm systems research 
(Cedara), local extension official, 
Land Care unit from Cedara and 
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A Kwanalu Development Initiative 

Ulundi and Mahlabatini Entrepreneurship 
and Community Empowerment (ULUMA) – 
Zululand District Farmers Association was 

formed by Kwanalu Board member Lindiwe Madonsela 
and the farmers of Ulundi. 

ULUMA is helping farmers, SMMEs, and Co-operatives 
to reach their full potential through agriculture and 
has broadened its focus to become more relevant to 
communities living in or around the areas targeted. 
ULUMA realised that, farmers’ challenges are not only 
financial but also emotional, political, psychological and 
even personal. ULUMA has engaged in a partnership 
with other NGOs dealing directly with these issues. 
These organisations are Harvest Reap (Women 
Issues), Thola Imfudumalo Nothando (Family Issues), 
Healthy Successful Generation (Health Issues in 
Youth), Student Wisdom (Substance Abuse), Talented 
Earth (Environmental Issues), Gebashe Education 
Foundation (Educating Farmers).

This collective strategy has led to a 
progressive approach which brings 
together additional organisations 
and key stakeholders, e.g. the 
King (through Mr. Mkhize, the 
Induna of the King), 33 Amakhosi 
(traditional leaders), Mangosuthu 
University of Technology (MUT) 
and Innovation and Technology 
Business Incubator (Invotech) to 
assist farmers with expertise and 
information which they may not 
have had access to previously. In 
addition, Standard Bank is part of 
this initiative to assist farmers and/
or cooperatives with opening and 
managing their accounts to ensure 
sustainability. 

From fragmented and small-scale farming, farmers are 
being re-organised to form larger scale and economical 
clusters supported by modern infrastructure and 
central management. This approach will increase 
upstream production and in turn will enable expansion 

into downstream and 
value adding to products 
effectively creating agri-
business opportunities. 
A further example of this 
is producing fruit and 
vegetables on a larger scale. 
Sorting and packaging plant 
as well as the processing of 
second grade produce into 
snacks, purees and juices 
will now be possible. 

By 2020, farming in the Zulu-
land District Mun ici pality 
will have been transformed 
into economically pro-
duc tive farmers and agri-
businesses, moving towards 
a model that is inclusive but 

simultaneously anchored in market needs, economies 
of scale and value chain integration. ULUMA is focusing 
on local and national markets as well as large global 
markets with high growth potential, such as aquaculture 
and premium processed foods, while maintaining a 
strong presence in strategic sectors like vegetables, 
grain and poultry. Kwanalu is facilitating and playing an 
active role in this program and believes more initiatives 
of this nature can create viable farming opportunities, 
employment, mend social ills and grow the agricultural 
landscape in this province.

Kwanalu Development Forum 
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KZN Cotton Growers’ Association
by Phenias Gumede

During the past marketing season, ending 
31 March 2018, the KwaZulu-Natal cotton 
production region produced 3 100 bales of 

cotton lint, representing about 4% of the total South 
African crop. The small-holder farmer part of the crop 
cultivated by 579 farmers (1 806 bales) was ginned by the 
Makhathini Cotton Gin (planted on about 200 ha irrigation 
and 1 000 ha dryland). For the first time in more than 8 
years, some commercial sugar farmers in the Pongola 
area have returned to planting cotton as a rotational crop 
on 197 ha and produced 1 294 bales of cotton lint ginned 
by the GWK Cotton Gin.

The total South African cotton crop for the current 
marketing season is estimated at about 188 247 lint bales, 
up 143% from the previous season mainly due to the 
more favourable prices of cotton in relation to competitive 

 Commodity Reports
SA Cane Growers’ Association

by Dr Kathy Hurly, Corporate Executive

SA Canegrowers celebrated its 90th anniversary 
in 2017. During this time the organisation has 
represented growers’ interests to its highest 

standards and has proactively led South Africa’s 
agricultural space as far back as 1992, by creating truly 
democratic representative structures enabling growers of 
all race groups, production scale and geography to have 
an equal voice and participate in leadership positions and 
decision making. 

During 2017, after a series of interactions with the De-
partment of Trade and Industry (DTI) and the Parliamen-
tary Portfolio Committee on Trade & Industry, SA Cane-
growers participated with industry stakeholders and DTI 
representatives in crafting a new industry structure that 
would make provision for multiple grower associations, 
based on the freedom of association principle. 

SA Canegrowers represented growers’ interests in 
numerous presentations to Parliament on the detrimental 
socio-economic impact of the then proposed health 
promotion levy. Although the final decision was that 
such a levy would be in the greater public interest, it was 
acknowledged that mitigation measures were needed 
to address the negative impact on growers, specifically 
small-scale black growers. 

Sugarcane farming is under increasing pressure for 
sustainability. The 2017-2018 season has been one of 
the toughest in the history of the South African sugar 
industry. Although there was an increase in the crop in 
dryland areas after the drought and a 7% increase in total 
grower revenue, the consistent drop in the RV price has 
put some growers at serious risk of business failure.

Fourteen sugar mills crushed a total crop of 17 388 177 
tons of cane to produce 1 994 607 tons of sugar from 
2 169 660 tons of Recoverable Value during the 2017-
2018 crushing season. The cane crop was 2 313 567 
tons larger than the 2016-2017 crop of 15 074 610 tons. 

NAU Trust
The Natal Agricultural Union 
Trust was estab lished in 1998, 
after a resolution by Congress was passed to 
donate the Naunlu Building to the trust by the 
members at the time. 

The objects of the trust are namely: 

a) to promote the interest of organised Agriculture 
in all its forms in the widest sense, in KwaZulu-
Natal 

b) to do anything and to promote any cause 
which in the sole discretion of the trustees will 
promote the aforegoing objective.

The Trust has been operating successfully and has 
been a major contributor to Kwanalu in its quest 
to meet with promoting agriculture. The Trust also 
seeks to create opportunities for contributions, 
donations or grants by Farmers’ Associations or 
individuals. Donations made are tax deductible. 

If you wish to financially participate in the Trust this 
contribution would be greatly valued. The banking 
details are: FNB – Hayfields, Branch code 22-14-25, 
Account Number 62011348770.

For further information please contact 
Sandy La Marque on 033-342 9393.

Kwanalu delegates

Kwanalu hosting AgriSETA board members
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crops but also due to renewed interest in cotton 
production. The expected KwaZulu-Natal crop of about 
11 860 bales would be the biggest crop for this region in 
14 years. The cotton crop from local small-holder cotton 
farmers, estimated at about 416 in number, is expected 
to be about 2 786 bales of cotton lint. Makhathini dryland 
hectares are estimated at about 1 110 ha with 240 ha 
under irrigation. About 1 090 ha have been planted by 
Pongola commercial farmers under irrigation yielding 
an expected crop of about 9 074 bales of cotton lint for 
the current marketing season. The small-holder crop will 
again be ginned by the Makhathini Cotton Gin.

On the international front, world cotton prices have 
continued to improve over recent months and at this point 
in time are about 15% up in Dollar terms from a year ago. 
Cotton prices are expected to stay at high levels in the 
coming season as world cotton stocks are well less than 
initially estimated with the world’s high grades having 
already been committed. 

Forestry South Africa
by Roger Godsmark

I t is concerning to report that tonnage sales in 2017 
dropped for the third consecutive year to 15 098 000 
tons. This was not only 262 000 tons (-1.7%) lower 

than that recorded in 2016 but of greater concern, 601 
000 tons (-3.8%) lower than the budget of 15.7 million 
tons. In comparison to 2016, sales of all genera showed a 
decrease, with wattle sales showing the largest decrease 
(-6.7%), followed by eucalyptus sales which were down 
2.1% and pulpwood sales, down 0.3%. The only product 
that showed an increase in sales in comparison to the 
previous year was pulpwood which, at 10.0mt, was 1.7% 
higher. Sawlog sales of 4.4mt were down 6.8% and sales 
of other products of 0.7mt, down 14.6%.

This drop-in tonnage sales led to a severe cash flow 
problem for the Association which necessitated an 
increase in the levy from R2.14 to R2.50 per ton in June 
2017. It also prompted the FSA Executive Committee to 
relook at FSA’s funding model which was subsequently 
changed at its November 2017 meeting to a “fixed 
contribution” model. This replaced the previous model, 
which was based on a levy per ton on tonnages sold 
and was introduced in January 2018. This is a far more 
sustainable funding model which will benefit both the 
Association and contributors alike. 

During the past year FSA has had to deal with an 
increasingly challenging operational environment and 
has worked closely with both Kwanalu and Agri SA in 
dealing with some of these issues, as reported on in 
Sandy’s report. We have also had to deal with a large 
number of issues that are Industry focussed.

By no means a complete summary of 
FSA’s activities during the year, some of 
the more important ones are listed below. 
Full details can be found in our 2017 Annual 
Report which appears on our website. 

• Forestry research
• Forest protection
• Transport issues
• Environmental & water issues
• FSA business development unit
• education and training
• forest sector charter council

This year has certainly seen some curved balls thrown at 
the broader agricultural / forestry sector, not least of which 
being expropriation without compensation and other 
contentious policies. It is thus pleasing to report that FSA 
has maintained a close relationship with Kwanalu and 
Agri SA to counter these potential threats – a relationship 
that we highly value and deem to be mutually beneficial 
to all parties. 

Natal and EG Wool Growers’ 
Association

by Othard Klingenberg and Bom Louw

Five regional meetings were presented in KZN on 
5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 February 2018. The venues were 
Lüneburg on Monday, Dundee on Tuesday, Est-

court on Wednesday, Underberg on Thursday and Ce-
darville on Friday, all in the afternoon. A shortened pres-
entation was given to the Cedara students on Thursday 
morning. The regional meetings were utilised to give 
feedback on NWGA and RPO affairs. Speakers included; 
James Faber, Vice-Chairman of the RPO National, Hen-
drik Botha KZN RPO, the NWGA responsibility went to 
Herman Hugo Vice-Chairman of the NWGA National and 
Othard Klingenberg KZN NWGA. The key-note speaker 
was Dr Michael Bradfield CEO of Agri BSA. 

The NWGA’s new flagship, quality lambing yields – 
increased and sustainable profit – a 12 month training 
program for wool farmers, commenced this year. There 
are 5 groups in KZN at Groenvlei, Luneburg, Bergville, 
Midlands and Swartberg with more than 50 participants. 
This practically orientated training program offers each 
wool farmer the opportunity to learn and apply those 
management aspects and skills with the biggest influence 
on the ewe flock’s reproduction.

The program is presented to small groups of farmers, 
coming together four times during these training periods 
on each other’s farms. Each event is scheduled in such 
a way that it coincides with an important phase in the 
reproduction cycle of ewes. Each group obtains skills and 
knowledge to maximise the production of their ewe flock.

Francois du Plessis (Jnr) and Othard Klingenberg 
were re-elected as Vice-Chairperson and Chairperson 
respectively. 
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KZN Red Meat Producers’ 
Organisation
by Hendrik Botha 

The weakening of the economy as well as inse-
curity created by political uncertainty remains a 
cause for concern. Country wide cattle slaugh-

ter numbers declined by 13.1% during 2018 compared 
to 2017. This decline was as a result of the drought of 
2016/17 which had a detrimental effect on cattle herds 
throughout the country. Sheep slaughter numbers de-
clined by 5.6% partly due to slight consumer 
resistance. Beef prices increased by 5% 
and sheep prices increased by 1.5% in 
2018 compared to 2017. 

SKZN Banana Association
by Blaine Peckham

This past year has been characterised by a return 
to some form of “normality” in terms of production 
volumes on the National Fresh Produce Market’s 

(NFPM’s) and weather patterns as well.

On the weather front favourable growing conditions with 
good rainfall were experienced for the most part of the 
year, although April and May have been particularly 
dry. As a result of the favourable growing conditions 
experienced there has been an increase in the volumes 
on the NFPM’s. This return to “normal” production levels 

Our 10th annual RPO and NWGA Regional meetings 
were held earlier this year. The meetings took place at 
Luneburg, Dundee, Estcourt, Underberg and Cedarville. 
The Red Meat Magazine is 9 years old, and approximately 
1600 copies are distributed in KZN. The magazine grows 
annually in format. 

Good communication with Farmers’ Associations is of 
utmost importance and a priority to the KZN RPO Council.

More favourable weather patterns as well as positive 
price adjustments have ensured that producers find 
themselves in a much better position than the previous 
three years. 

Eight training courses have been facilitated and 
seven information meetings regarding Brucellosis, 
Cryptosporidiosis, general animal health, animal 
production and economics. 

The KZN Animal Health Forum which has been in 
existence for 8 years serves as a very important forum 
where all livestock institutions discuss general animal 
health issues. This forum is also affiliated to the National 
Animal Health Forum with good interaction. 

The importance of vaccinating for Brucellosis is 
paramount. Tuberculosis (TB) in Cattle and Game – we 
are very concerned about the escalation of TB on game 
and beef farms in the Hluhluwe area. We trust that the 
Dept. of Veterinary Services who we liaise closely with 
will be able to successfully address this “time bomb”. 

To promote animal health, we are assisting beef and 
dairy producers this year by subsidising the testing for 
Trichomoniasis. This is at R500 per bull or per group test 
up to 10 tests. The criteria for this subsidy is simple and 
practical.

KZN RPO was very involved at the 2018 Royal Show and 
sponsored numerous categories in the Cattle and Sheep 
sections as well as two large events. Networking took 
place with many farmers and beef and sheep breeders 
who proudly competed at the show. 

As a commodity, KZN RPO liaised closely with Kwanalu 
and submitted a comprehensive commodity specific 
submission to the Constitutional Review Committee 
(CRC) hearings in KZN.

KZN Poultry Institute
by Janet Lee

For the South African poultry sector disease has 
been one of the focal points of the past year. In 
June 2017, Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza 

broke in Mpumalanga province and spread rapidly to 
other parts of the country, notably the Western Cape 
where 71% of the province’s poultry (mainly egg-laying) 
flocks either died or were culled. Nationally some 5.4 
million birds were culled and the estimated direct cost 
to the poultry sector was R40.4 million. The income lost 
estimate is around R1.5 billion.

KwaZulu-Natal escaped relatively lightly with only one 
outbreak being recorded from the Vryheid area. This 
resulted in about 3.6% of the provincial flock either dying 
or being culled.

Nationally this saw the price increases and severely 
depressed availability of both table eggs and point-of-lay 
pullets. Egg prices have softened somewhat but pullet 
availability remains constrained.

Farm biosecurity and influenza surveillance procedures 
generally have been tightened considerably since the 
2017 outbreak and it is hoped that these measures will 
have prevented a recurrence of HPAI in the 2018 winter 
season.

Feed prices which constitute roughly 70% of poultry 
production costs, decreased by 10.5% (broilers) and 
15% (layers) during 2017. This eased pressure on all 
producers and allowed some micro-scale farmers to 
return to the market.

Poultry meat imports remain a limiting factor to sectoral 
growth – both among the larger producers and especially 
among the small-to-medium scale farmers. National 2018 
import figures to date are around 50 000 MT of meat per 
month. 

The KwaZulu-Natal Department of Agriculture and Rural 
Development is currently supporting poultry projects 
in the province to the value of some R21 million in the 
current financial year. They have also instituted a Poultry 
Task Team charged with exploring models for the 
development of the poultry sector in KZN.
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has resulted in a 18.5% price drop to the producers, while 
consumers still continue to buy bananas at the same 
prices before the price drop. Questions should be asked 
of the major retailers why farmers should only be paid 
48.1% of the final selling price and why consumers are 
buying bananas at a 51.8% mark up.

Of major concern is the ever-increasing volumes of 
bananas being imported from Ecuador by one of the 
major retailers while South African produced bananas 
are ignored. These imports threaten the long-term 
sustainability of the industry and much needed jobs in 
South Africa which could ultimately result in jobs being 
exported to these countries. The industry has been in 
contact with the Department of Agriculture with regards 
to the monitoring of phyto-sanitary requirements of 
importing bananas into South Africa due to the threat of 
bringing in diseases from these countries in which they 
occur.

Study groups have been held covering various topics, 
with much of the focus being on Banana Bunchy Top 
Virus(BBTV) which continues to threaten the local 
industry. The association has held training sessions with 
local Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 
extension officers to help them identify BBTV in the small-
scale grower areas in an effort to curb the spread of the 
disease. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank 
Kwanalu for their commitment in representing our 
members’ interests in these challenging times.

Grain SA
by Ralf Küsel

The joy of a record summer grain production of the 
previous season was overshadowed by low com-
modity prices. A shift in prices from import to ex-

port parity levels caught many producers off guard, and 
this had a direct influence on their cash flow. However, 
Grain SA worked ceaselessly to provide our members 
with timely market information, as well as the significant 
expansion of markets for grains and oilseeds. At the 
same time input providers and banks were approached 
to be sympathetic and continue to support producers.

In the words of Grain SA chairman Jaco Minnaar: “Grain 
producers find themselves in a period of consolidation, 
where sound management in their farming business is 
required. Producers should therefore focus internally, 
identify the opportunities, choose the right partners and 
stick to them, because producers should not only rely on 
themselves for solutions, outcomes or opportunities.”

Grain SA as an organisation experienced many positives 
this past year. The NAMPO Harvest Day broke all 
records. The Farmer Development Job Funds project, 
in collaboration with Treasury and input providers, 
was successful once again. The budgeted loss for 
the organisation was turned around to end in a slight 
positive. Strong progress was made this year with the 

Wildlife Ranching SA (KZN Chamber)
by Cobus Venter

The game industry was stable and recovered well 
after the massive drought. Prices of our live game 
remained fairly depressed as the demand for 

game has not picked up yet. This is expected during the 
next year or two. 

Despite the above, our industry benefitted from a slightly 
weaker rand and stable demand from the hunting and 
tourism industries.

Our Mkuze auction showcased just what great quality 
animals we have in our province and realised in general 
much better prices than any of the subsequent auctions 
across South Africa. We focussed specifically on good 
quality hunting and breeding animals. 

The issue about the spreading of corridor from buffalo 
to cattle was addressed positively between the 
buffalo farmers and the KZNRPO. There are specific 
responsibilities that both Buffalo and cattle owners should 
take cognisance of. The buffalo owners, especially those 
who border cattle areas need to get insurance in place, 
to cover losses that might be linked to corridor and 
claimed by their neighbours. The cattle farmers should 
dip regularly and keep records thereof, help to maintain 
fences and ensure their domestic animals do not cross 
into buffalo areas. Pressure must be applied by both 
organisations on the Department of Vetinary services 
to amend legislation to force buffalo farmers to have 
insurance cover in place.

Tuberculosis (TB) received the most attention and poses 
the biggest risk to the overall meat industry in KZN as well 
as SA. There is TB identified in three large reserves in the 
Province. TB has been present for 6 years in the area 
north of Hluhluwe into Maputoland and had been brought 
to the attention of Department of Vetinary many times 
by the local Hluhluwe commercial farmers. The three 
reserves are now going to do extensive tests at their own 
expense to determine the intensity of the disease and if 
it can be controlled at all. It is however sad that the State 
did nothing at all to stop the spreading of TB from cattle 
into the wildlife areas.

establishment and long-term funding of the research 
consortiums especially in the light of the deterioration 
of research within government institutions. A major 
breakthrough was made in that statutory information 
regarding imports and exports of maize will in future be 
released by government.

Closing comment from Grain SA CEO Jannie de Villiers: 
“My message to producers is to ensure at all times that 
the production of grain makes economic sense to you. 
Remain focussed on the income and expenditure and 
therefore not only on technical production, but also your 
marketing side so that the two remain in balance. Keep 
your eye on the ball, and remember: The ball is not 
politics, but your bank balance.”


